
DATASTROPHIC GAMES SP. Z O.O. Privacy Policy (hereinafter “the Policy”) 
 
Because the protection of your privacy is very important to us, we would like to inform you about the                   
rules on the collection, processing, and use of your personal data. 

We, DATASTROPHIC GAMES SP. Z O.O., seated at Zamkowa 2A/2, 30-301 Kraków, Poland             
(hereinafter “We” or brand mark “Datastrophic Games”) are a data controller and process your              
personal data. You can contact Us at www.datastrophic.games in respect to all your questions and               
requests related to personal data processing. 

 
Scope 
The collection and processing (including the storage, modification, transmission, blocking, and           
deletion) of your personal data takes place in compliance with the provisions applicable under              
Regulation (EU) 2016/679 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 27 April 2016 on the                 
protection of natural persons with regard to the processing of personal data and on the free                
movement of such data, and repealing Directive 95/46/EC (General Data Protection Regulation). 
 
Personal data is only collected insofar as it is technically required to provide the service, improve it                 
(including games), and run analyses. In no case will the data collected be sold or unlawfully passed on                  
to third parties for any other reasons. 
 
Where We Store Your Personal Data 
Your personal data is stored on Our servers, which are located either within Our premises or with                 
Our service providers (e.g., Google Cloud servers). 
 
The Collection, Processing, and Use of Personal Data 
“Personal data” means any information relating to an identified or identifiable natural person (“data              
subject”). An identifiable natural person is one who can be identified directly or indirectly. 
 
For What Purposes Are Your Personal Data Processed? 
We collect and process your personal data: 

● to fulfill any legal obligations that We may have toward you, in particular to execute               
contracts between you and Us; 

● to deliver to you the products and services you order from Us (in particular the apps We                 
develop); 

● to improve and modify Our products and services (e.g., bug fixing, updates, app             
development); 

● to manage accounts you set up with Us; 
● to allow you to manage your activities in Our products and services; 
● to provide technical assistance; 
● to provide you with Our newsletters and targeted marketing information to which you             

subscribe. 
 
What Types of Data Do We Collect and Process? 
We collect and process the following data from you: 

● your first and last name; 
● your email address; 
● your gender and age; 
● your username; 
● your unique ID (the ID of a user logged into Google Play, Game Center, etc.); 
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● your unique device ID (if you are not logged into any of the above services); 
● your IP address; 
● information concerning the usage of Our services (how and when you use the services, your               

language); 
● location-related information (country, time zone, etc.); 
● your device model and device properties (GPU, resolution, etc.); 
● all game-related information (saves, highscores, progress, progress history, items, etc.); 
● session numbers with a timestamp and the detailed session process (e.g., the user entered              

this level, the user lost this level, the user entered this screen, etc.); 
● purchases with a timestamp and what a player purchased, when, how much, etc.; 
● information related to the usage of social media if you connected your social media account               

to Our services. 

Only part of the above mentioned data qualifies as personal data. Some of the data We collect do not                   
allow Us to identify you, and a collection of such data is not intended to identify a user. 
 
We may collect and process additional data, for example, if you contact Our support. 
 
Cookies 
Websites use what are known as cookies. Cookies are small text files that are stored on your                 
computer and saved by your browser. Cookies as such cannot be used to identify a user. Cookies do                  
not harm your computer and do not contain viruses. 
You can manually delete cookies that already exist on your computer from your hard disk at any                 
time. 
You can also use websites and run games without cookies, however, using a website or a game                 
without cookies might only be possible to a limited extent. 
 
Access data/server log files 
We and/or Our web hosting providers collect data about all access Our services (including Our               
websites) via what are referred to as server log files. This data includes a user’s activity data in                  
applications (including progress in the game), automatically generated ID numbers, the user’s            
operating system, the referrer URL (the previously visited page), the user’s IP address, and the               
requesting provider. We only use the log data for analyses, bug tracking, operational purposes, fraud               
prevention, security, and optimizing Our offer and/or Our products. 
 
What Are the Legal Grounds for the Processing of Your Personal Data? 
We collect and process your personal data based on: 

● your consent; 
● for the purposes of executing a contract between you and Us (please refer to Our Terms of                 

Service available www.datastrophic.games) 
● Our legitimate interest. 

By “legitimate interest”, We understand marketing purposes, analytical purposes (to improve Our            
apps and services, to prevent cheats in Our apps), and protection of personal data. We always take                 
into account your interests and fundamental rights and freedoms, which prevail over “legitimate             
interest” as a basis for the processing of personal data. 
 
We may use the personal data We collect from you to personalize communication to you (including                
marketing communication). We may use algorithms that allow Us to analyze your personal aspects,              
for example, We may analyze your behavior and decisions when using Our apps to propose targeted                
purchases to you or personalize your game experience. 
 



Personal Data Retention 
We will store your personal data for the period of the execution of the contract between you and Us.                   
However, We will be entitled to store your data after the termination of the contract for the period                  
prescribed by law (e.g., by tax regulations). 
 
The Transfer of Personal Data to Third Parties 
We have the right to disclose your personal data to Our service providers, which We use to provide                  
Our services, functionalities, and apps to you. We only use trusted service providers who have               
implemented sufficient technical and organizational means to assure that the processing of personal             
data meets safety standards and that your rights are sufficiently protected. The service providers that               
process your data on Our behalf include: 

● service providers that provide analytical tools; 
● service providers that provide data storage services; 
● service providers of advertisement services; 
● payment services providers; 
● service providers that help Us to manage Our newsletter and communication with you; 
● social media We use for marketing purposes. 

 
Please be advised that Our service providers have implemented their own policies and rules              
concerning the protection of personal data. For more information, please visit the websites of Our               
service providers. 
 
Below are descriptions of the categories of Our service providers: 
 

Mailing tool 
We use Our newsletter to inform you about Datastrophic Games and Our offers, changes,              
promotions, etc. To effectively provide this service, We use Gmail mailing services. 
If you would like to receive Our newsletter, We require a valid email address from you as well as                   
information that will allow Us to verify that you are the owner of the stated email address and/or                  
that its owner agrees to receive the newsletter. 
If you would like to get more information about this tool privacy policy, you need to visit                 
https://policies.google.com/privacy?hl=en 
 

Unity Analytics, Game Analytics, Flurry, delta DNA, Google Console, iOS Console 
These are integrated services that allows Us to track you as a specific user. These services identify a                  
user with a unique ID (assigned to a device). They store and process data about the user’s in-game                  
behavior. They also store and process the user’s IP to establish their country of origin. 
 

Firebase 
This is a service that allows Us to track you as a specific user. This service identifies a user with a                     
unique ID (assigned to a device). It stores and processes data about the user’s in-game behavior. It                 
also stores and processes the user’s IP to establish their country of origin, gender, and age for                 
statistical purposes. Firebase also allow Us to get info (via Big Query) about your in-game behavior.                
You can log into the Firebase database via external providers (e.g., Google, Facebook) or a               
login/password pair where your email address is used to authenticate you. 
 

Facebook Analytics/SDK 
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This is a service that allows Us to track you as a specific user. This service identifies a user with a                     
unique ID (assigned to a device). It stores and processes data about the user’s in-game behavior. It                 
also stores and processes the user’s IP to establish their country of origin, gender, and age. 

Our app can request additional data about the user (such as their friend list) from Facebook SDK.                 
Each time such a request is made, Facebook SDK requests that the user consent before providing Us                 
with any information. 
 

AdWords 
AdWords is an app add-on used to attribute users that have discovered Our app via AdWords                
advertisement services. The attribution is performed based on a referral ID or other link that informs                
Us where the user found Our app. 
 

Google Play Games, Game Circle, Game Center, Xiaomi Game Center 
Google Play Games and other such services like those listed above are designed to enrich the player’s                 
experience by providing functionalities such as leaderboards, cloud saves, friends, etc. In some             
games, We provide information that allows the user and some of their actions (such as unlocking                
achievements) to be identified in order to utilize said functionalities. 
 

Google Cloud, Microsoft Azure, Amazon Web Services 
These are cloud computing platforms. We use them to store and process users’ data, such as game                 
progress, IDs provided by the services above, users’ behavior data, scores, purchase histories, etc.              
These data are necessary for Us to provide functionalities such as cloud saves, leaderboards, bug               
tracking, etc. 
 

GameSparks 
We use GameSparks to provide backend functionalities such as cloud saves, leaderboards, bug             
tracking, PvP, personalized in-game offers, etc. It stores and processes a user’s data such as game                
progress, unique IDs, IP, behavior data, scores, purchase history, etc. 
 

Kochava, AppsFlyer 
These are app add-ons used to attribute users that have discovered Our app via specific               
advertisement networks. The attribution is performed based on a referral ID or other link that               
informs Us where the user found Our app. We also send information about the user’s behavior back                 
to attribute user actions to specific advertising networks and advertisement campaigns. 
 

The Transfer of Personal Data to Third Countries 

We may transfer your personal data to so-called third countries, that is, countries outside the               
European Economic Area (such as the United States of America). We will base any such transfer on                 
standard European Union contractual clauses or the Privacy Shield Framework. 
 
Your Rights 
You have the right to obtain from Us confirmation as to whether or not personal data concerning you                  
are being processed. Where that is the case, you also have the right to gain access to those personal                   
data and, among others, the following information: (a) the purposes of the processing; (b) the               
categories of personal data concerned; (c) recipients to whom your personal data have been              
disclosed; (d) the envisaged period for which the personal data will be stored. 



 
You have the right to obtain from Us without undue delay the rectification of inaccurate personal                
data concerning you. You have the right to have your incomplete personal data completed. 
 
You have the right to obtain from Us the erasure of personal data concerning you without undue                 
delay and We have the obligation to erase personal data without undue delay in particular where                
one of the following grounds applies: (1) the personal data are no longer necessary; (2) you withdraw                 
your consent for the processing and We have no other legal ground for the processing; (3) you object                  
to the processing and there are no overriding legitimate grounds for the processing. 
 
You have the right to object, on grounds relating to your particular situation, at any time to the                  
processing of personal data concerning you. We will no longer process the personal data unless We                
demonstrate compelling legitimate grounds for the processing which override your interests, rights,            
and freedoms or for the establishment, exercise, or defense of legal claims. 
 
If you decide to object to the processing of personal data concerning you, or you otherwise demand                 
that We remove your personal data, you accept that you will not be able to use Our games and                   
services. We will ask you to cease the use of Our apps and services. 
 
The Service Responsible for Data Protection 
If you would like to: 

● ask any questions about the collection, processing, or use of your personal data; 
● gain access to or request the rectification, deletion, or limitation of the processing of your               

personal data; 
● state your opposition to the submission of your personal data; or 
● exercise your right to transfer your personal data, 

please contact us at : office@datastrophic.games 
 
Updates 
We are entitled to change or update the Policy whenever We deem it necessary. In the case of                  
changes, We will make the updated Policy available online. Any changes to the Policy will become                
binding within 30 days as of it being published online. If you do not agree with the changes, We will                    
ask you to cease the use of Our apps and services. 


